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Wind event expected for the Coastal Fire Centre 

 
PARKSVILLE – The Coastal Fire Centre is advising all forest industry stakeholders that forest fuels 
within the southwest portion of British Columbia are unseasonably dry. Without any significant 
precipitation in the forecast, it is expected that forest fuels will continue to dry.  Dry fine fuels 
combined with an anticipated midweek wind event could lead to potentially hazardous burning 
conditions. As of this afternoon, 36 of our 43 representative weather stations maintained by the 
Coastal Fire Centre are in high or extreme Danger Class.  
 
Weather forecasts have indicated a low pressure trough will pass over the Coastal Fire Centre the 
evening of Thursday, June 11 bringing increasing winds.  
 
Within the last 24 hours the Coastal Fire Centre has responded to several wildfires that are 
suspected to have been caused by industrial activities. The unseasonably hot and dry June weather 
is not typical for the Coast, and the forest industry is reminded to review their business areas and 
procedures to ensure adequate protocols are place to prevent the start of wildfires, and respond to 
a wildfire. 
 
You are reminded to ensure that your industrial activities, particularly high risk activities, conducted 
in accordance with your obligations as outlined in the Wildfire Act and Regulation. Details of your 
obligations can be found at our web site at: http://bcwildfire.ca/LegReg/. 
 
The Coastal Fire Centre appreciates the coastal forest industries’ continued cooperation and efforts 
in fire prevention, detection and reporting wildfires. 
 
To report a wildfire, please call directly to the Coastal Fire Centre Dispatch Centre Emergency Line at 
250-951-4200, or alternately to 1-800-663-5555 or *5555 on cellular networks. 
 
Contact: Clint Parker 

Senior Officer – Fire Management 
250 951- 4218 
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